The REDAS Building Information Modeling (BIM) Symposium 2017 aims to encourage the industry to adopt and implement collaborative BIM to make the quantum leap. The objective is to show how a well-executed BIM involving all value chain partners can maximize profit and minimize cost, resolve conflicts before they happen and improve productivity, quality and safety which will impact the bottom line.

Read more about the event here >>>

TO JOIN: Contact Ms Celine Ng at celine@redas.com or call 6336 6655

- Day 1 -

BIM Symposium
05 October 2017, 9.00AM - 5.00PM

REDAS Members: S$214.00

Non-Members: S$267.50
Group Registration of 5 participants: S$192.60

*Please note that the above program are subject to change(s) without prior notice.

Click to view programme

- Day 2 -

Technical Workshop
06 October 2017, 9.00AM - 12.30PM

REDAS Members: S$53.50

Non-Members: S$85.60

Workshop Synopsis

Two parallel tracks on Computation BIM and Project Management using BIM are available to guide participants to better understand how these techniques can be applied in your daily work to improve performance.

Computational BIM is a new parametric design methodology that will revolutionize the way building can be designed with innovative and iconic features. Learn why computation BIM is important and gain an understanding of how to use such tools to create iconic features effectively from experts who are skilled in applying computational BIM in their design approach.

Project Management using BIM is a workshop designed to provide project managers involved in the design and construction phases with an appreciation of the role of BIM to manage the project more effectively. Learn how BIM project can be managed to achieve the desired outcomes with appropriate PM tools and methodology. Understand how to apply these BIM PM capabilities to
handle design, contract and dispute matters effectively.

Click to view programme

Be sure to SIGN UP for the REDAS BIM Symposium now!

Download Registration Form

For Registration or Enquiries, contact:
Ms Celine Ng | Email
or call the REDAS office at +65 6336 6655
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